Podcasting: support and enrich chemistry education

Podcasts are an easy and cheap way to provide supporting resources to enhance student learning. Find out why you should join in and prepare your own with this useful ‘how to’ guide.

Michael Seery

Podcasts and podcasting
A podcast is an audio file which can be played on a computer or any portable device such as an iPod or any other MP3 player. Podcasts are usually considered to mean just audio format, although the term is sometimes used to mean audio and visual format – for example annotated class notes or screen-capture videos – but these are more correctly called screencasts. Podcasting is the process of recording these audio files and making them available. It is now very easy to record and distribute podcasts for educational purposes, and in the last few years, there has been a surge in the number of literature reports on podcasting.

Podcast categories
One useful classification of educational podcasts (and screencasts) categorises them as substitutional and supplemental.

Substitutional
Substitutional podcasts are those which essentially replicate what is done in class time. These aim to provide students with a second chance to hear the material again so that they may recover a difficult topic, note something down that was missed the first time, or if a lecture was missed, go over the material in their own time.

They have seen a meteoric rise, as they are relatively easy to record in tandem with live delivery and provide a sense of security to students that all of the material covered is available on their virtual learning environments at any time. However, research studies into the
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use of substitutional podcasts highlight that, despite intentions to do so, students do not use them much. When they are used, only small parts of them (usually areas of difficulty) in the run-up to exam time are listened to. This leads to the second categorisation of podcasts: supplemental podcasts.

**Supplemental**
Supplemental podcasts aim to provide additional material or support to what is given in class time. For example, a podcast may cover an area of difficulty, provide some worked solutions to questions and prompts towards solving additional problems. In this way, supplemental podcasts are tuned to specific difficulties or areas of feedback in the curriculum, rather than try to cover all of it again. Substitutional podcasts tend to mimic the passive experiences of a class – a student listens while the teacher talks – whereas supplemental podcasts tend to mimic tutorials – providing additional information, prompts and guidance. Supplemental podcasts take more time and effort to create, but it appears from literature reports that they are a more effective instructional tool for enabling student learning.

**Why use podcasts?**
As podcasts can be listened to at any time, in any place, many of its proponents argue that they offer an increased level of accessibility to learning materials. While there is no doubt that in principle, they do, many studies to date report that students still listen to podcasts at their desk during time they have formally assigned to study.

A more promising argument in favour of podcasting is that they afford an opportunity to enhance student learning. By augmenting material given in classes, podcasting allows students to recover material (substitutional podcasts), to address material in a more active way (supplemental podcasting), or to hear feedback on work completed incorporating the richness of the tone of voice that written text lacks.

Podcasts designed to actively assist study of a module provide a useful resource to students, and as it is a resource featuring the module
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<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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<td>Induction day material</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Advantages</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Disadvantages</strong></td>
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<td><strong>Suggestions for effective use</strong></td>
</tr>
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teacher with his/her tone and emphasis implicitly imparted through audio, it lifts its value out of the plane of many other generic course materials.

From a teacher’s perspective, resources can be made reusable from one year to the next with some consideration, and therefore a bank of resources to help structure students’ study and revision of a module can be created over a few years. Feedback, particularly group feedback, can also substantially save on time when compared to written equivalents.

Creating a podcast
Technically, podcasts are now very easy to make. It is possible to record podcasts on a smartphone and email them directly to students. The most common approach however is to use the free software Audacity, which can be downloaded from the website: http://audacity.sourceforge.net/.

Audacity is an audio recorder and editor and audio files can be created and easily edited (see box).

There are several tutorials on the internet about using Audacity. In order to record, you will need a microphone. The quality (and price) of these varies, but a simple headset microphone (about £20) will produce files of good quality.

Tips for success
Things to watch out for when recording include:

- keeping the microphone piece just below your mouth to avoid the force of your breath causing bumping noises
- avoid banging the wire from the headset to the computer
- avoid tapping or banging the desk when speaking!

All of these noises are greatly amplified in a recording and can be irritating to listen to.

The greatest bugbear of audio recording is background noise. This can vary from a computer fan to outdoor traffic. While it is possible to reduce noise in Audacity, it never quite works as you would hope, so it is advisable to record in as quiet a place as possible. Once recorded, files can be exported as an MP3 file, which is a compressed audio file balancing good audio quality and small file size.

Structure
Technical issues considered, it is now possible to start recording. Depending on the type of podcast you wish to create, the structure, length, and tone may differ. However, in all cases, there should be a clear introduction highlighting what is going to be covered (including an assignment reference if it is audio feedback), what is needed while listening to the podcast (notes from the class, a returned assignment, a book) as well as verbal signposts at subsections within the podcast so students can tell where they are in the sequence as they listen. This is important, as a disadvantage with audio is that scanning through it is not as easy as scanning over a text document to find the bit you are interested in.

The podcasts should finish up with what you want the student to do based on what they have just listened to; try a question, read a textbook section, re-draw a graph. It is generally recommended that podcasts should be no longer than 10 minutes (approximately 1000–1500 words) and no longer than five minutes for podcasts for feedback. Longer podcasts should be broken up into sections.

Substitutional podcasts created purposefully (ie not recorded in parallel with live classes) lend themselves to being more formal in tone. Scripting is a personal preference, but I have found that time gained not writing a script is easily lost on making several retakes. With scripted podcasts, it is tempting to take on a broadcaster tone. However, one great advantage of podcasts from students’ point of view is that they are given by their teacher, so tone should be similar to that used in class. A supplemental podcast may not need to be as rigidly scripted, as the activities themselves within the podcast will drive the narrative; the tone here tends to mimic that of a tutorial.
Limitations
Podcasts, like any learning resource to support teaching, are not without their limitations. The most obvious question for a visual, representational subject like chemistry is whether audio is suitable at all. Indeed podcasting is often the first step to screencasting. The choice can probably be made in how it is used. Discussing an organic mechanism in a complicated molecule would be difficult using only audio. It would probably be necessary to refer to a visual, or use screencasts in place. But audio files could have a place in discussing more big idea issues such as reactive sites in various functional groups.

It is a different skill to explain something verbally than to do so in written form, and the latter is often under-represented in our curricula. As such, there is a place for podcasts in the suite of resources we present to students, and there is a growing body of evidence to suggest that it is empowering and enhancing student learning.

FURTHER READING

- Sounds good project, audio feedback guide. [http://sites.google.com/site/soundsgooduk](http://sites.google.com/site/soundsgooduk) (accessed 17 January 2012)
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### Table 2: Structuring a podcast

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Substitutional podcasts</th>
<th>Supplementary podcasts</th>
<th>Audio feedback</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Length</strong></td>
<td>Up to 10 minutes, broken into a series of episodes if required</td>
<td>Up to 10 minutes</td>
<td>Up to 5 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Introduction</strong></td>
<td>What topic is being discussed, what class it relates to, what you want students to be able to do/try at the end of it</td>
<td>What section is being worked on, where this fits in with a curriculum topic, what the students need to complete the podcast</td>
<td>What assignment and date, what aspects of feedback are going to be focused on</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Verbal signposts</strong></td>
<td>‘Having discussed the first of three sections, we’ll now move on to the second: S2,2 reactions.’</td>
<td>‘This first example demonstrated how temperature affected the reaction. What if we were to now increase the pressure too?’</td>
<td>‘Having looked at the reporting of data accurately, we’ll now consider good ways to plot data and highlight some mistakes that were made.’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Concluding the podcast with an active output</strong></td>
<td>‘Look at questions 2 and 4 on the mechanisms worksheet. Identify what type of reactions they are and justify your reasons.’</td>
<td>‘The enthalpy values for a series of reactions are given in your tutorial sheet. Explain how increasing pressure and temperature will affect the equilibrium.’</td>
<td>‘For the next report, you should take on board the points made about how to draw graphs to include several sample points. Come and talk to me in the lab if you are having difficulty with this.’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[http://youtu.be/Vw4N0VatLJM](http://youtu.be/Vw4N0VatLJM)

This video shows you how to download Audacity to your computer and set it up correctly to record your podcast. It also shows you how to do some basic editing.

Using Audacity

![Using Audacity](http://youtu.be/Vw4N0VatLJM)

This video shows you how to download Audacity to your computer and set it up correctly to record your podcast. It also shows you how to do some basic editing.